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a decorative solution for any location, 
through the innovative DECORPRINT technology 
based on nanoinks. we fix the color on any kind 
of media, gripping onto the material and leaving 
its material characteristics unchanged.
Our graphics perfectly withstand the deformation 
processes of thermoforming materials without creating 
the classic ink cracking e�ect.
We design using special colors such as white, silver or 
transparent, certified according to common industrial uses.
Our technology is eco-friendly and our production 
process is energy-saving with low co2 emissions.
Our technology perfectly fits with existing 
industrial production flows, 
from painting to glass laminations.

a technology able to print 
any material in respect of 
its nature and surface.

Imagine your graphic idea, a photo,
a design, reproduced on a wall, a table,
a ceiling, a kitchen, a door or an object.

“imagination 
will take you everywhere.”



 
  

 
 

Showroom
Modugno - Bari

Via delle Margherite, 26

t.+39 080 5378716  |  f. +39 080 5378716

www.decorprint.tech
info@decorprint.tech

5 TOP REASONS
TO CHOOSE DECORPRINT

CUSTOMIZATION
 

CERTIFICATIONS

NON-COVERING COLORS

INTEGRATION
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Wooden floorsWooden floors Wooden panelsWooden panels

Carved e�ect tablesCarved e�ect tables

Glass desksGlass desks

DoorsDoors

DoorsDoorsPainted e�ect glassesPainted e�ect glasses

CeramicsCeramics

Light switchesLight switches

Metal panelsMetal panels

Create your own idea, your project 
or come and visit us just to see 
and touch our productions, 
our digital artists 
will be at your disposal.

Make

Possibility to use graphics provided by the customer 
or to draw from existing libraries.

We use certified colors according to industrial uses. 
Moreover, our technology is eco-friendly.

Our nanoinks have very small dimensional properties that 
are suitable to preserve the surface e�ect of materials.

Our decoration fits perfectly into 
the existing industrial production flow, 
from painting to glass lamination.

In addition to the traditional CMYK colours we combine 
special colours such as transparent, white and silver.


